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Summary 
Mobile and hand held devices are becoming a necessity these 
days. New technologies are emerging as more and more mobile 
devices are used commonly. Touch devices are cheap and 
affordable these days. Touch screen has increased the mobile 
devices utilization and more navigation of mobile systems. 
Keyboard are used since long and an easy way to input for 
writing text. But it is difficult to input cursive languages. Urdu is 
one of the example of cursive language. Urdu input is difficult 
using a traditional keyboard. Therefore, there is need to devise a 
software, which take online input for Urdu text, and after 
performing processing task can recognize it more efficiently and 
give correct results. Preprocessing is one of the most important 
steps in process of recognition. Good preprocessing will directly 
results in efficient recognition. In this paper, a novel technique of 
preprocessing of Urdu text for mobile devices is proposed. 
Results shows that proposed preprocessing technique results in 
fast and efficient recognition. 
Keywords: 
Strokes, Preprocessing, Urdu, Cursive Language, Online 
Handwriting, Mobile devices  

1. Introduction 

Taking notes or writing messages using pen or finger will 
provide ease in every field of life and if mobile devices 
understand and interpret whatever we write with pen then 
the life become very easy. Currently different software 
exists in market that allows users to write in free 
handwriting and then recognize the words. Most of the 
work has done in European languages and specially the 
languages written from left to write.  

Online Handwriting recognition is still challenging field 
for researchers. Cursive languages are hard to recognize. 
Considerable variations in handwriting style, noise 
introduced by touch devices, distortion of handwritten 
characters, different styles of handwritten character etc. 
make online handwriting difficult to recognize. 
Recognition process will be fast and accurate if a 
recognition engine gets clear and noise free input. 
Therefore preprocessing of input is very important in 
online handwriting recognition.  

Cursive languages and the languages written from right to 
left are complex and difficult to recognize efficiently. In 

Pakistan, most of the people are novice to computer or 
handheld devices. Typing messages or taking notes in 
Urdu language is not an easy task as Urdu is complex 
language. 

First step in online recognition is data acquisition. Data is 
acquired in the form of coordinates and then comes 
preprocessing. The main objective of the preprocessing 
steps is to normalize words and remove variations, which 
complicate recognition and reduce the recognition rate. 
Efficient preprocessing helps in better recognition. In 
online handwriting recognition, preprocessing plays very 
important role. Efficient and precise preprocessing of 
input generates accurate results. Given below are some 
factors which effects handwriting recognition. 

1.1 Factors effecting Online Handwriting 
recognition. 

Number of factors effect efficient handwriting recognition. 
All factors must handle prudently otherwise; they results 
in wrong recognition and thus produce low recognition 
rate. The important factors are 

• Different handwriting styles.  
• Sensitivity of digitizer 
• Different writing speed 
• Noise/ irregularity in input 

 
Preprocessing plays vital role in good recognition. 
Efficient preprocessing overcome all factors stated above 
and helps in efficient feature extraction and correct 
recognition. Looking at the consideration and limitations 
of mobile phones we have devised new preprocessing 
steps which eliminate noise and helps in fast processing.  

2. Related work 

Urdu Online handwriting recognition is also very 
challenging task due to its cursive nature and variety of 
writing styles and become more difficult in context of 
mobile devices.  Most of the research is done in the field 
of OCR. Research in the field of intelligent character 
recognition is less. Even within the context of online 
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handwritten character recognition, studies dealing with 
Arabic and Urdu characters are scarce [23]. 

Yanming Zou et al. [1] proposed recognition of Arabic 
characters and numbers only for mobile devices. They 
used 3 NN and decision tree to select the NN. Recognition 
rates were not good but recognition time decrease. They 
developed algorithm for mobile devices. In the field of 
online writing recognition for mobile devices, research is 
scarce.  

In 2014, Ibrahim et al [2] devised new algorithm for 
preprocessing of delayed strokes in Arabic language. The 
steps performed for preprocessing were de-hooking, 
removal of duplicate points, smoothing, and interpolation 
and re sampling. The proposed system recognized very 
large Arabic vocabulary efficiently.  Andreas et al. [3] 
introduces Entropy based preprocessing for online English 
handwriting. First sampling and normalization of input 
was done and then skew and slant was corrected using 
entropy. This performed well as compared to windows 
based approach 

In 2012, Gupta et al. [4] proposed novel preprocessing 
algorithm for online Gurmukhi characters. Writing area 
was divided into 300x300 working area. They followed 
different sequence. They performed normalization then 
interpolation and uniforming. Interpolation was done 
again followed by smoothing, uniforming and sampling. 
They introduces new algorithm for uniformizing and 
smoothing. Bezier curves was used for interpolation. This 
efficient preprocessing steps result decent recognition 
rates. H. Kaur [5] also worked on online Gurmukhi scripts. 
He combined offline and online techniques of 
preprocessing. After normalization and interpolation, slant 
corrected by detecting baseline. [6] 

Mai Al-Ammar et al. [7] recognize online Arabic 
characters. They normalized stroke to 100x100 size then 
they computed center of gravity for translation. Douglas 
and Peucker‘s algorithm used for smoothing and noise 
removal. Hany Ahmed and Sherif Abdel Azeem [8] 
achieved 90% recognition rate for online Arabic words. 
Interpolation performed for each stroke separately and 
5-point moving average algorithm used for smoothing. 
They extracted Baseline using projection profile. 

Hosny et al. [9] introduced preprocessing for delayed 
strokes for recognition of inline Arabic words. Before this 
they removed duplicate points, performed interpolation, 
smoothing and sampling of points. Delayed stroke 
detection and removal helps in efficient recognition. Monji 
et al. [10] combined offline and online preprocessing steps 
for Arabic online word recognition.ADAM database used 
for testing and training.  Their system achieved good 
recognition rates. 

Khaled Al-Ghoneim [12] proposed recognition algorithm 
for isolated Arabic characters for handheld devices. 
Preprocessing involved translation by finding center of 
gravity, scaling. Then connected line generated using 
Bresenham’s Line Generator algorithm. It was only 
dealing with isolated characters. Khaled et al. [13] applied 
low pass filter for smoothing. Their focus was on 
segmentation. Recognition rate was 92% for words.[14] 

Khan et al. [15] recognized online isolated Urdu characters. 
They first resampled the input then applied de-hooking 
and smoothing.  Imran et al. [17] proposed combined 
technique for preprocessing of online Urdu characters. 
They combined offline and online preprocessing. They 
segmented characters based on the threshold value and 
position with respect to the previous character. They 
combined offline and online techniques for preprocessing.  

S.A. Husain et al. [18] developed a new engine for online 
handwritten Urdu words. They first performed dehooking 
and then smooth online handwritten strokes. BPNN was 
used for recognition of ligature and words. They achieved 
93% recognition rates. S. Malik and S.A. Khan [19] also 
worked on Urdu numerals and two character words. For 
preprocessing of strokes repetition of strokes was removed 
and filtering was done to get good results. [20] 

Fadiet al.[21] research based on online Arabic handwriting. 
Noise removal was done using low pass filter then 
Douglas and Peucker’s method used for smoothing of 
stoke with tolerance t1. Writing speed normalized using 
resampling of strokes. Riad and jihad [23] performed 
geometrical preprocessing for online Arabic handwriting. 
For Noise removal and smoothing, they used Dynamic 
Time Warping (DTW). 

Based on the literature survey it is clear that most of the 
steps for preprocessing are almost same in different 
languages [Gupta]. Basic steps of preprocessing are given 
below 

 Smoothing. 
 Removing duplicate points.  
 De Hooking. 
 Normalization 
 Resampling 

Most of the work has done for English, Chinese, Japanese, 
Indian languages but very less research found for Online 
Urdu handwriting recognition. Our main objective is to 
device a new Preprocessing algorithm that handle input 
efficiently and helps to extract good features for 
recognition. 
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3. Proposed Preprocessing Algorithm 

Preprocessing is perform before feature extraction and 
recognition. It plays very important role in efficient online 
handwriting recognition. The objective of preprocessing is 
to remove noise and make input uniform and smooth. This 
help in better feature extraction and recognition process 
boost up. We proposed novel algorithm for preprocessing 
the major steps in preprocessing are given below in figure 
1. After taking input from mobile screen using pen or 
finger, system perform preprocessing. 

 

Fig.1. Proposed Preprocessing steps 

3.1 Uniforming: 

Uniforming is the process to remove the extra points from 
the user input to get a refined set of equally distant points 
from each other, for further processing. User input speed 
can will produce different results. If a user writes slowly, 
few extra points are produced that will result in slower 
processing and then recognition. If user gives the input in 
fast speed then important points are misses that will 
mislead the process to give wrong recognition. We have 
developed algorithm for name uniforming. This algorithm 
helps to have fast processing because there are fewer 
points to go consider. Algorithm will consider only those 
points which are at distance greater than threshold distance. 
Table 1 shows proposed algorithm for uniforming of 
input. 

Table 1: Algorithm for Uniforming 
Algorithm: Uniforming 

Input : Array p 
Output : Array u having uniform points 

1. set count = number of points 
2. set t = 10 (threshold distance) 
3. insert first item of p to u (consider 

first point is always uniform) 
4. set i =1 
5. loop i<count-2 

set p[i] to point 
set p[i+1] to nextPoint 

d= Distance (p[i], p[i+1]) 
if d>=t 
insert point to u 

6. return u 
 

Distance (p1, p2) 
 
p1= first point 
p2= Second point 
X=|p1.x - p2.x| 
Y=|p1.y - p2.y| 
Distance= √𝑿𝑿𝟐𝟐 +  𝒀𝒀𝟐𝟐 
Return Distance 

3.2 Smoothing: 

Smoothing is process to remove the extra noise which 
comes with the input strokes due to shaking hands or bad 
writing style. This results in more noise and extra points. 
Smoothing eliminates extra points to get a smooth set of 
points. To smooth a point ‘p’ we have taken 5 points, two 
its previous points and two next points and then taken 
mean of all five points to get smooth point. Smoothing is 
done after uniforming so that most of the input is already 
smoothed in uniforming step. It will help in fast 
processing of online Urdu character taken from mobile 
phones. Details of proposed algorithm is given below in 
table 2 

Table 2: Algorithm for Smoothing 
Algorithm: Smoothing 
Input : Array P which hold points 
Output : Array S having smooth points 

1. count is number of items in array 
2. if count < 5 
return P (less than 5 are already smooth) 
3. S an array which will hold smooth points 

after process 
4. insert P[0] to S 
5. insert P[1] to S 
6. set i = 2 
7. loop i < count-2 

1. retrieve Pi-2, Pi-1,P,Pi+1, Pi+2 

2. Xm=
𝐏𝐏𝐢𝐢−𝟐𝟐𝐗𝐗+ 𝐏𝐏𝐢𝐢−𝟏𝟏𝐗𝐗+𝐏𝐏𝐢𝐢𝐗𝐗+ 𝐏𝐏𝐢𝐢+𝟏𝟏𝐗𝐗 +𝐏𝐏𝐢𝐢+𝟐𝟐𝐗𝐗

𝟓𝟓
 

3. Ym= 
𝐏𝐏𝐢𝐢−𝟐𝟐𝐘𝐘+ 𝐏𝐏𝐢𝐢−𝟏𝟏𝐘𝐘+𝐏𝐏𝐢𝐢𝐘𝐘+ 𝐏𝐏𝐢𝐢+𝟏𝟏𝐘𝐘 +𝐏𝐏𝐢𝐢+𝟐𝟐𝐘𝐘

𝟓𝟓
 

4. create point pi by using XmandYm 
5. insert pi to S 

8. return S 
 

Figure 2 shows result of uniforming and smoothing. One 
can clearly notice that input word is smooth having no 
jagging effects and also it eliminates extra points. 
Therefore to avoid extra work we have performed 
dehooking after uniforming and smoothing. 
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Fig. 2 Smoothing of Ligature 

3.3 De-hooking and Preservation of shape features 

Hooks () re-traces are commonly unwanted parts and of 
the user input that effect the efficiency of recognition 
process. Hooks are mostly found at the end of the input 
but sometimes can be seen at the beginning of the writing 
as well. Hooks could be due to writing speed, style or 
inexperience users. If Hooks are not removed, it will be 
difficult to detect original ligature. Lesser are the 
unwanted parts, greater is the recognition rate. Urdu 
language has lots of different variations in writing. It has 
loops, sharp edges, cusps and curves etc. In order to 
preserve edges, cusp points, loops present in stroke and to 
retain the original shape, we have written a new algorithm. 
Results are achieved by looking at angles. Table 3 shows 
proposed algorithm for de hooking and preserving of 
shape features  

Table 3: Algorithm for Dehooking and Curve/cusp preservation 
Algorithm: Dehooking and Cusp preservation 

Input : Array p which hold points 
Output : Array d 

1. count is number of points in p 
2. if count<=2 

return p 
3. d is an array which will hold points after 

process 
4. Pt1 = p[1] 
5. Ptn =p[count-1] 
6. set t = 25 
7. set dt=12 
8. set i = 1 
9. loop i < count-2 

1. Last_Ɵ = Angle(p[i], p[i-1] ) 
2. Ɵ = Angle(p[i], p[i+1] ) 
3. ∆Ɵ = | (Ɵ - Last_Ɵ) | 
4. if ∆Ɵ> t 

1. if d.count> 0 
d[0]= Pt1 

2. else 
Pt1 = p[1] 

3. Dist_Total= Distance (Ptn, 
Pt1) 

4. Dist= Distance (p[i], Pt1) 
 

5. ∆= 
𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫

𝐃𝐃𝐢𝐢𝐃𝐃𝐃𝐃_𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐃𝐃𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓
* 100 (0<∆<100) 

6. if ∆< 12 and p[i] != 
circlePoint 

                 remove all objects from d 
5. insert point in d 

10. return d 
Angle(p1, p2) 

 
X=|p1.x - p2.x| 
Y=|p1.y - p2.y| 
Ɵ = 𝐓𝐓𝐃𝐃𝐓𝐓𝐚𝐚 (𝐗𝐗,𝐘𝐘 ) ∗ 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 / ∏ 

Return Ɵ 
Results of proposed algorithm are given in figure 3. One 
can clearly observe that in addition with removing extra 
parts proposed algorithm is also preserving its shape. Cusp 
points are same. For this we are looking at angles  

 

Fig. 3 De hooking and shape preservation 

4. Results and Discussions 

Proposed Preprocessing algorithm is implemented in 
online Urdu handwritten character recognition application 
for mobile phones. We developed an application for I 
phone users to write Urdu characters without using 
keyboard. Experiment is done by taking input by 70 users 
to have a different handwriting styles. Figure 4 shows 
recognition rates after applying preprocessing on input 
stroke and without applying preprocessing. If noise and 
extra points are not removed in the process of 
preprocessing, recognition rate becomes slower and 
inefficient especially for cursive language like Urdu. The 
results clearly show recognition is boosted by applying 
these algorithms. 

For example recognition rate of Urdu Characters having 
loops and double loops increases approximately 40% 
when proposed preprocessing algorithm is applied. 
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Fig. 4. Recognition rates with and without preprocessing 

Proposed preprocessing algorithm refined input stroke and 
recognition of characters having complex features is very 
impressive. Table 4 provides recognition rates of 
characters having complex features. Features are preserved 
during preprocessing also if feature is drawn incompletely 
our preprocessing algorithm completes that feature 
looking at properties of Urdu features. This boosts 
recognition rate of Urdu characters written on mobile 
screen. 

Table 4: Recognition Rate after Preprocessing  
Features Preprocessing 

Loops 91 

Cusp 94 
Horizontal and 
Vertical lines 100 

Double loop 85 

Intersections 95 

Curves 97 

5. Conclusion 

We have proposed new preprocessing algorithm for online 
Urdu character recognition for mobile devices. Mobile 
phones have limited memory and processing speed plays 
very imported role in mobile applications. Results shows 
that proposed preprocessing algorithm tries to remove all 
noise and imperfections. Features of Urdu languages e.g. 
loops, Cusp, curves are also preserved during 
preprocessing phase. This eliminates feature extraction 
phase and speeds up recognition. Results also show that 

recognition rate increases from 50% to 95% using 
preprocessing technique. 
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